
 

Prefixes 
mis-  un-  dis-  in-  non- 

 

disagree unbelievable informal unclear 

mistake uncertain nonfiction disappear misjudge 

incorrect incomplete mismatch nonsense 

 

1. Choose the correct word from the list above to complete each sentence. 

a. Sara and Finn often ___________________ about which game to play at lunch. 

b. Dwayne was feeling ___________________ about whether or not to run for school captain. 

c. The sandals he ordered online were a ___________________ – one was smaller than the other. 

d. Gavin was tired of wearing his suit, so he decided to wear something more ___________________. 

e. The teacher soon realised that her instructions to the class had been ___________________. 

 
2. Rewrite the focus words in alphabetical order. 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
3. Use the following words in sentences.  

a. uncommon - ________________________________________________________________________ 

b. inexpensive - ________________________________________________________________________ 

c. unbeaten - __________________________________________________________________________ 

 
4. Add ‘mis’, ‘un’, ‘dis’ or ‘in’ to change the meaning of each word. 

 
        

aware     lead   

                

significant     infect   

         

Focus Words 



 

Prefixes Answers 
mis-  un-  dis-  in-  non- 

 

disagree unbelievable informal unclear 

mistake uncertain nonfiction disappear misjudge 

incorrect incomplete mismatch nonsense 

 

1. Choose the correct word from the list above to complete each sentence. 

a. Sara and Finn often disagree about which game to play at lunch. 

b. Dwayne was feeling uncertain about whether or not to run for school captain. 

c. The sandals he ordered online were a mismatch – one was smaller than the other. 

d. Gavin was tired of wearing his suit, so he decided to wear something more informal. 

e. The teacher soon realised that her instructions to the class had been unclear. 

 
2. Rewrite the focus words in alphabetical order. 

disagree, disappear, incomplete, incorrect, informal, misjudge, mismatch, mistake, 
nonfiction, nonsense, unbelievable, uncertain, unclear 

 
3. Use the following words in sentences.  

a. uncommon - ________________________________________________________________________ 

b. inexpensive - ________________________________________________________________________ 

c. unbeaten - __________________________________________________________________________ 

 
4. Add ‘mis’, ‘un’, ‘dis’ or ‘in’ to change the meaning of each word. 

 
        

aware  unaware   lead  mislead 

                

significant  Insignificant   infect  disinfect 

         

Focus Words 


